
SR-NAC-AYP-2022-01 – Questions & 
Answers 
 
Questions:  

1. It is permissible for consortium to be an NGO and a General Practitioner registered as a private 
company BBBEE Level 1 operating within the specified area? 

2. In the absence of MOU from DoH can an organization use the DSD Certificate for "Prevention of 
and Treatment of substance abuse Act, 2008 (Act No.70 of 2008) for community Based services, 
since Social Development prohibits organizations to provide Drug related programme without 
such certificate?  

 
Question:  
 

1. It is permissible for consortium to be an NGO and a General Practitioner registered as a private 
company BBBEE Level 1 operating within the specified area?  

 
NACOSA RESPONSES (in red text below) 

 
Yes, the organisations can enter as a consortium were each organisation that forms part of the 
consortium, is its’ only legal entity. A consortium does not require separate registration however, 
a consortium agreement must be established between the parties involved and submitted with 
the proposal. Each party to the consortium must submit all the mandatory documents as outlined 
in application form. Failure by either party to of the consortium to submit any of the mandatory 
documents will invalidate the bid. Essentially the submission requirements apply to each member 
organisation of the consortium and not only the lead organisation.    
 

Question: 
 

2. In the absence of MOU from DoH can an organization use the DSD Certificate for "Prevention of 
and Treatment of substance abuse Act, 2008 (Act No.70 of 2008) for community Based services, 
since Social Development prohibits organizations to provide Drug related programme without 
such certificate?  

 
NACOSA RESPONSES (in red text below) 

 
The DSD certificate speaks directly to substance abuse services for (e.g.) treatment facility, 
hallway house etc. The DoH MOU outlines the health services workplan with the organisation 
and DoH.  This means they are two separate documents. The DSD certificate does not replace 
the DoH MOU. 

 
 
 
 



Question:  
 

3. Section 8.2 Donor list - Does this only refer to current donors for PWID or AGYW related 
services? 
 

NACOSA RESPONSES (in red text below) 
 

The donor list relates to all programmes that an organization has received grant funding for. 
 

Question:  
 

4. Regarding applications from a partnership between 2 organizations, how should the applicant 
proceed? Can it be an equal partnership, or must one organization prime? Alternatively, would a 
new entity be required to register the joint venture?  

 
NACOSA RESPONSES (in red text below) 

 
There are two ways to approach this topic. 
  
Option 1: A joint venture would require a separate legal entity to be created. The administration 
documents outlined in application form would apply for the joint venture only. Any documents 
from either organisation whom form part of the joint venture will not be considered as the joint 
venture is its’ own legal entity. 
 
Option 2: The organisation can enter as a consortium were each organisation that forms part of 
the consortium, is its’ only legal entity. A consortium does not require separate registration and 
however, a consortium agreement must be established between the parties involved and 
submitted with the proposal. Each party to the consortium must submit all the mandatory 
documents as outlined in application form. Failure by either party to of the consortium to 
submit any of the mandatory documents will invalidate the bid. Essentially the submission 
requirements apply to each member organisation of the consortium and not only the lead 
organisation.    

 
Question:  
 

5. In terms of the SR-NAC-AYP-2022-01, could you please clarify the post-violence care component. 
Would the role of first responders be to link to a Thuthuzela rape crisis centre. 

 
NACOSA RESPONSES (in red text below) 
 

The PVC team in partnership with the other stakeholders will offer the following services at a 
TCC/ DC:   the grant will support provision of a minimum package of post-rape care support 
services within 72 hours of the rape offered by the relevant service professionals at the TCC/ DC:  

a. GBV Awareness and Community Outreach 
b. Trauma Containment and Counselling 
c. HTS and linkage to care 
d. PEP 
e. TB and STI Screening 



f. Pregnancy testing and contraception 
g. Offer PrEP 
h. Referral and Linkage to other support services and care (e.g.) Shelter if needed 
i. Assistance with case reporting and court preparation 
j. Psychosocial Support  
k. Bright Sky app (DSD) 
l. A key area for improvement in the new grant is to ensure a statement taking person 

from SAPS is always there, and that there are some trained to take statements from 
hearing-impaired survivors.  
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